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Rebecca: Today, I’m thrilled to have Todd Wheatland join us. Todd is the author of 
The Marketer’s Guide to SlideShare: How to Build Your Brand, Generate Leads and 
Create Opportunities. I’ve just recently gotten into SlideShare myself and one of the 
perks of having a podcast is that I get to talk to people who are experts in things that I 
want to learn. And since Todd is the go-to person when it comes to SlideShare, having 
him on the show was a no-brainer for me. Todd, thanks so much for joining us today.  
 
Todd: Thanks so much for the fantastic introduction, Rebecca. I want to meet myself.  
 
Rebecca: Well, as I said,  every time I talk about SlideShare to anyone or hear about 
SlideShare, your name comes up. So I really appreciate you taking the time to be with 
us today. But I don’t know a whole lot about you besides SlideShare. So I’d like to start 
off by having you tell us a little bit about who you are.  
 
Todd: Sure. Well, I’m – as some of the audience would recognize, I’m Australian. I’ve 
lived quite a lot of places. I’ve been in South America. I lived in Spain and I’ve been 
living in France actually for the last eight years now. So I tend to have a fairly malleable 
accent depending on who and where I’m speaking at the time. But that’s probably 
something that’s quite a big factor in my life. I’ve always – I’ve come from quite a 
creative side even the one in the corporate sort of role. I guess I’ve always held an 
interest or passions in things like writing, photography, filmmaking, these sorts of 
creative fields.  
 
And professionally, I’m the head of Thought of Leadership at Kelly Services, which is a 
workforce solutions company based out of Troy, Michigan as well as the overall head of 
marketing for our outsourcing and consulting division which is called the Kelly OCG. So 
in that role, I guess – I mean for us, thought leadership is really just a sexy way of 
saying content marketing. So it’s everything content. And that’s really the sort of stuff 
that I get excited about. The same thing as everyone will get excited about at the 
moment like social media content, employee advocacy. I love all the shiny stuff but 
also, trying to work out how to make money and be worth business as well.  
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Rebecca: Absolutely. So how did you end up in France specifically and how does that 
work with working for a US-based company? 
 
Todd: Well, they just have fantastic pastry, Rebecca, combine with the cheese and the 
wine, it was just – I think you used the term, no-brainer before. 
 
Rebecca: Right. 
 
Todd: I was very lucky to be offered a role here. It was a European position at the time 
and I jumped at it and I’ve seen some – since moved on to other roles but always 
found it very difficult to leave France.  
 
Rebecca: Oh OK, very good. Well, I’ve lived in a couple of different countries myself 
and I know that each one offers something unique and special. And so it’s great that 
you’ve had an opportunity to experience as much as you have in that regard.  
 
But what I’d like to talk about now is how did you first get started using SlideShare and 
how has it benefitted you professionally? 
 
Todd: Yeah. I think we really started getting very serious I think about content 
marketing about three years ago. And at that time, I had been toying with SlideShare 
as a head – with a couple of other similar sorts of platforms. But at the time, just think 
of the name SlideShare, it literally was the place where you would go to share slides 
that you might be giving at a presentation and it had this huge very passionate sort of 
amateur audience. And you can really draw a parallel between that type of audience 
and maybe the early days of YouTube. So very different demographic and very different 
– or even any social platform would be, think of what Twitter was like when it first 
started, very different from what it is today.  
 
So that really was quite a different base at that time. But what I found is we were 
putting this huge amount of effort into developing content that looks fantastic. So we’re 
really investing the time and the resources into it, research reports whitepapers, 
eBooks, infographics. And at first, I really started using SlideShare because it was such 
a great player to store those in. We really were using embeds quite a lot in our sites. 
And of course, it’s great for social sharing as well.  
 
But then we started realizing this incredible SEO benefits because of the way keywords 
are optimized and because SlideShare has such enormous traffic and 16 million unique 
visits a month. It’s a huge amount of traffic and of course, that then drives great views 
to our content and we even found that it was the same piece of content on our own 



 

 

website would almost always be outranked by that piece of content uploaded on 
SlideShare. 
 
So there was a – and if you were clever about how you use keywords and build parallel 
storylines around content and keywords, then you get off and get two or three bites to 
the cherry, if you like, for search engine results with very similar content. But I think 
when – I think SlideShare, they sort of had this mini – a bit like when Google 
discovered AdWords, SlideShare’s moment like that was getting the lead capture forms 
right. So at that time, we were having a lot of internal discussions about do we force 
people to give up email addresses for a really good content or do we make it leads or 
do we embrace the whole Web 2.0 philosophy and just give everything away and 
karma would drive us forward?  
 
Well, we couldn’t quite go all the way to the karma side. We were a bit too scared to try 
that. But we did – we gained pretty much 5% to 10% of our content so they’re really 
unique, they’re really high in pieces that we think are really worth someone’s – 
someone is willing to give up their information for that piece of content or something 
that’s very late in the sales funnel in terms of a buyer’s journey.  
 
And what SlideShare enables you to do in a very simple way is to pick and choose even 
how you would like lead generation forms or lead capture forms to appear on your 
content. So that for us was – when we really I guess put the foot down on the 
accelerator and said, “Well, this is fantastic. Let’s use this as a major platform.”  
 
And in terms of ROI, every B2B marketer I’ve met who’s really taking it seriously, who’s 
taking the time to experiment with personas and with different types of content for 
different stages in buyer’s journey who have invested in lead forms and the time to 
understand how those mechanisms work, there really is no comparison. For anyone 
who’s done that work, everyone will say that nothing comes close to SlideShare in 
terms of ROI.  
 
Rebecca: That’s really interesting too because I handle content for a few different 
clients and one of them just upgraded to the Pro version of SlideShare and I see the 
lead capture option. And to tell you the truth, I really don’t know how to best use that. 
I’m used to working with AWeber and things like that. So, could you talk a little bit 
about the lead capture form and maybe strategies associated with that? 
 
Todd: Yeah. I think – the best way to think – I mean and also the philosophy behind 
lead capture has changed and I think it does keep changing. Flashback a couple of 
years, a lot of people really were passionate that I’m not going to give away content. I 
am going to make – if you want to see my bit of, whatever it is, my eBook, then I want 



 

 

your email address and I want your name and I’m going to have – and all those woes 
that seems like a long time ago philosophically for most of us. But there are still quite – 
there are still companies still in that mode and it’s – but I think it’s changed very 
dramatically over the last couple of years.  
 
Two years ago, it was very common to have a mandatory lead capture form on your 
website or on a squeeze page. But for a lot of content types especially as people get to 
understand better the buyer’s journey and how they’re positioning different types of 
content for different stages, but also as the ease with which prospects can find similar 
types of information for free in other places. I think people are really easing up on the 
mandatory forms and try to make it much more voluntary.  
 
Another big change that’s happened is instead of lead capture forms which are oriented 
around, “Give us your lead information and we will have a salesperson relentlessly 
spam you and hound you to death on the phone,” it’s much more soft sells. It’s much 
like, “Well here, we’ve shared this content with you. Why don’t we keep you updated 
whenever we have anymore great content like this that we can give to you for free?”  
 
So in that way, it’s a very soft sale. You were exposed into the quality of your content 
and you’re saying, “Look, wouldn’t it be great if we could keep you updated whenever 
any of this new stuff comes out so you don’t miss out?” In that way, you still capture 
the lead. You still have the data but you’re I guess, you’re offering something upfront in 
trying to convince them with quality rather than a hard sell.  
 
Rebecca: OK. So, just to make sure that I understand properly how you use that is 
I’ve seen it pop up at the end of a SlideShare presentation. And when somebody enters 
their information in that, how then do you use that? Do you notify them when you have 
new presentations or what is done with that information? 
 
Todd: Sure. So there are a couple of things. If someone follows your profile or likes 
your profile, I guess in general social terms, then they will automatically get updates 
whenever you refresh new content to that page. So that’s one mechanism. If you have 
good content and people relate to your profile on SlideShare then you will get into their 
feeds in SlideShare and whatever SlideShare emails that you ever receive. If someone 
fills out – completes a subscription form, then again, depending on your own settings as 
an administrator, you will get – you’ll either get an email advising you there has been a 
new lead capture.  
 
I tend to turn those emails off because we get a large volume of leads and we tend to 
dip into the leads. And we still do it manually so we do dip in on a regular basis and pull 



 

 

those leads over into our – into one of our lead nurturing programs or in most cases on 
SlideShare, the programs they relate to is form of newsletter subscription. 
 
Rebecca: OK. 
 
Todd: But there are also – for users of – for enterprise users, people who are using 
tools like Eloqua or Salesforce, then you can literally pull those leads straight into your 
CRM or to your nurturing tool. 
 
Rebecca: OK. Perfect. That makes a lot of sense. All right. This is true of every single 
platform out there that there’s good content and there’s not so great content. So that’s 
not unique to SlideShare. And actually for the most part, the quality of the content that 
I’ve seen on SlideShare has been decent. But you can tell that a lot of the presentations 
that people upload or at least some, are perhaps presentations that were given live and 
they may have a bunch of photos and very little text. So when I look at them, they 
don’t really do anything for me. I don’t really learn anything from them. 
 
So, I’d like you to talk a little bit about what makes a good SlideShare presentation as 
opposed to a presentation that’s given live?  
 
Todd: Yeah, that’s a great question. In fact, you pretty much described what my 
presentations are like and for that reason, I very rarely upload presentations per se to 
SlideShare. But even then, I still get people coming up to me after events and 
organizers of events and people on social channels contacting me relentlessly saying, 
“Please, can we have a copy of your slides?” So for some people, maybe they still are 
valuable.  
 
What I think is that – I mean I think we said earlier that SlideShare itself used to be 
just for the slides sort of component. And I actually think that’s going to be – I think I 
can see a resurgence in companies now understanding or formalizing the scale of their 
employees and all of the various presentations going on in the world and finding a way 
of combining SlideShare and social back-ends to this platform. So I think we’re going to 
see a resurgence of more and more conference materials.  
 
One thing you can do when you’re uploading your conference presentation is you can 
add your own transcript. So you can take – you can basically add text which can help to 
a) aid in discovery when people are searching for certain keywords or even on search 
engines because the keywords or the texts from the presentation is indexed but also, 
enabled them when they’re seeing the presentation to literally scan through your notes 
and determine what the slides are actually meant to be saying.  
 



 

 

I think all of that’s a very poor experience compared to having a SlideDeck that actually 
people can relate to. I think what you’ve hit on is the fact that like with any channel, if 
you just take what you’ve done for one use and then upload it somewhere else, you’re 
not thinking through, “Is this really the right mix for this particular business or particular 
place?” It would be fantastically easy and wonderful for everyone if you could do that 
and it would always work. But the fact is that people can browse and consume content 
online and going through very different experiences in a darkened room and watching 
you in all of your awesomeness present on the stage. 
 
Rebecca: Right. 
 
Todd: So you’re really competing against other – a lot of other products to that point. 
If someone does a keyword search on social media trends, then they’re going to be 
inundated with a bunch of really good quality content and they know that if yours – if 
two or three slides in, they’re not getting any message in from what you’ve uploaded, 
then they can very easily click away into something that looks appealing. Even if the 
cover slide looks fantastic, the content can quickly show itself to be true.  
 
So what – I think you’ve actually hit on one of the really low-hanging fruit ideas for 
anyone when they’re looking at doing SlideShare, and that is repurpose the content for 
the audience. Don’t just think that you can take something and it will work perfectly in 
this format. Spend that extra 10% of your time customizing it specifically for the way 
people consume online and you’ll get significantly better results. 
 
Rebecca: Right. Definitely. I also handle Facebook and some other things for some 
clients and one of the fans of one of my clients recently posted asking my client, “Why 
are you doing a podcast? Why are you doing completely different material when you do 
webinars? Why don’t you just strip the audio from the webinars and upload that, make 
that your podcast?” And I replied back because there’s a lot of different reasons why 
that wouldn’t be optimal for the people listening to the podcast. And I won’t go into all 
of those now but it’s basically two different types of presentations and what works for 
one doesn’t necessarily work if you don’t take the effort to customize it and make it 
specific to the platform that you’re uploading it to.  
 
Todd: Exactly. And you just mentioned Facebook. I mean look at how the whole forms 
in which we produce content now, these visual means or animated GIFs on Tumblr. I 
mean we don’t think twice about customizing our way of thinking around the optimum 
type of content to be consumed on a channel. And increasingly – plus, SlideShare 
remains diverse and increasingly, the high traffic content is very professionally 
designed. It tells a story in and of itself in a simple way and has a very strong visual 
ethos. So it’s been designed and thought out with some of the – the thinking is that 



 

 

someone can see this and consume it without having to go anywhere else or have any 
other background. 
 
Rebecca: Right. Well, you just mentioned the words something to the effect of the 
high traffic content being very well-designed. What do you say to the person who wants 
to upload a presentation to SlideShare but perhaps, they don’t have really great design 
skills. How important are the design skills or are there certain things that maybe 
somebody who isn’t specifically trained or talented in that way, are there things that 
they can do to make their presentations effective?  
 
Todd: There are. I think we often, especially in this marketing space where we can see 
– we can often get exposed to a lot of things which makes us think the whole world is 
maybe a  bit like that. A lot of the content anywhere around say, marketing, social 
media, all these cool groovy things, they tend to be very well-designed, right? We are 
at the sort of epicenter of where people think design and content and structure is 
important.  
 
But there are a lot of industries, vertical spaces where that really is not the case. 
Certainly, it’s changing and I think design ethos is flowing into lots of places. But great 
content doesn’t have to have great design to succeed in all instances. If the right 
audience – if the content is right for a particular audience, then it can still succeed very 
well without having to turn into something that looks super, super heavily designed. 
 
But I think – I mean I think – let’s think for a minute about how the most popular 
content on SlideShare is discovered. Now, to go slightly viral on SlideShare, what 
happens is you’re either hand-selected and placed on the homepage by a SlideShare 
curator who basically literally finds you and places you on the homepage because they 
think this is interesting content or a lot of the homepages given up to content that’s 
already popular and trending on other social networks like Facebook, Twitter, or 
LinkedIn. So the same rules apply as they do to those other channels. People like to 
share the things that make them look cool.  
 
Rebecca: Right. 
 
Todd: So if they want to look cool, so are they likely to share a long, ugly document 
with a white background of that text or bad clip art or are they going to share a funky-
designed eBook that can be consumed really easy?  
 
Rebecca: Right.  
 



 

 

Todd: But having said that, I do think right content is great content for its intended 
audience and it can shine through poor design. But the reality is, you’re competing. If 
someone does a keyword for molecular biology in their searching and they come across 
five pieces of content, the one with a great cover and the most relevant title wins for 
the first click. So that’s the – you got a very – in most instances, your content is being 
shown by its cover slide and its title and that’s it. So if you’re not competing at least to 
that very level, the chances of even being discovered by the right audience quickly 
diminished.  
 
Rebecca: Right. And I think maybe a key to remember is for people to strive to put out 
the absolute best content that they’re capable of doing and then also working to 
improve their skills. So for example, they might take a PowerPoint course on Lynda.com 
or that type of thing in order to keep moving forward so that their presentations 
improve over time. 
 
Todd: Exactly. And don’t forget that there are huge amount of online resources for 
finding freelancers who will be more than happy to help take content and turn it into 
something significantly better. Obviously, everyone has got different budgets and 
maybe this is not a realistic thing. You’ve not – but the prices can be very low for 
people and those sorts of platforms.  
 
Additionally, as you say, you can try to beef up your own skills through online learning 
and comparing and contrasting what other people are already doing in the space.  
 
Rebecca: Yeah. And you a great point there that sometimes it just makes sense to hire 
somebody who is good at something rather than trying to be great at everything 
yourself because not everybody is a great writer and yet, people – a lot of people have 
blogs and so they hire someone to write their blog content or maybe they’re not great 
with video but they hire someone. So that makes sense as well as much as your budget 
permits it for you to hire people to help out in areas where you’re weak. 
 
Todd: Yeah.  
 
Rebecca: All right. Well, it’s one thing to get a bunch of views on SlideShare and 
another thing to drive traffic to your website from SlideShare. Should the objective be 
driving traffic or are there better reasons to use SlideShare? 
 
Todd: Well, I think driving traffic is definitely one potential objective. But let me talk 
through perhaps why it’s not as important as some people may be thinking.  
 
Rebecca: OK.  



 

 

 
Todd: Remember the social rules. Often, people want to consume content on the 
platform that they’re already on. OK? So I’ll just repeat that. People, if they’re on 
Facebook, they don’t want to leave Facebook to watch a video. So are you really 
thinking about the audience if your main objective is trying to drive traffic back to your 
site? If the first thing – if you’re basically trying to trick them to click on something to 
end up somewhere else. Now, if one of your objectives is leads and in most cases, it 
should be, then as we spoke about before, you can use that lead capture form to grab 
that info easily. It’s relatively painless for the user. You can also embed links back to 
your own site to whether that’s a homepage or a specific page or a squeeze page and 
try to achieve that same thing. 
 
Now, we’ve tried both especially going back a few years. We did a huge amount of 
experimentation around. And certainly, I went in eyes wide open thinking, “This is 
fantastic. We’ve got all this traffic. We’ve got all these views. Let’s try to grab them all 
and bring them back to our website.” The fact is, with the lead capture form, if your 
objective, your ultimate objective of getting someone on your site is to be able to 
identify who they are, that is to capture a lead, then in our experience of the either 
choosing to capture the lead on SlideShare itself or driving them off SlideShare through 
embedded links to our own website then the former almost always wins for us. So if the 
primary objective is lead gen. 
 
Now, if there’s another objective around, “No, we definitely want the traffic or we want 
to have a very specific squeeze page where we can tell more information and qualify 
leads further.” Then it’s worth experimenting with your own content to find that right 
balance. But in our instance, I’m convinced that you should seriously think through 
whether your objective is traffic or your objective is leads.  
 
Rebecca: OK. And would you say that in some cases, it would make sense for some 
presentations to have one objective and another presentation to have a different 
objective?  
 
Todd: Definitely, yeah. I think – what SlideShare – you can see a lot of examples on 
SlideShare where companies having what we call above the funnel content, so a lot of 
thought leadership and certainly, that’s what we have traditionally being very heavily 
focused on which is research, eBooks, research reports, video, these sorts of worthy 
opinion and educated research-driven kind of content. But as you get deeper and 
deeper into that sales funnel, you’d be getting into things like datasheets and cost 
comparisons and competitive comparisons. The sort of content where people often 
want to – are more willing to be driven offsite as well.  
 



 

 

So think through the personas you’re trying to pitch to and what stage in the buying 
cycle they’re likely to be in when they’re researching that particular piece of content. 
Some of the ways you can do this is and I think we hinted this before, you can use 
links. I mean you can make any link or any object on a SlideShare a link to your website 
or to any other sites. So you can really experiment and use that quite creatively. You 
can customize landing pages. You know where they’re coming from. You know they’ve 
been on SlideShare. You pretty much know what they just read and even up to what 
page of it they’ve just read. So you can let them know that and you can sort of 
complete that journey for them and help make that transition from one platform to 
other much more easy so the bounce rate is lower.  
 
You can try building templates or design stuff for your content that has a lot of 
prominent embed link set up cleanly to your site throughout the presentation not just 
putting links at the end. Obviously, there’s a drop off like any type of content that’s 
consumed. You have – so you need to make a drop off between people entering the 
first page and people getting to the last page so don’t just hide all of your outbound 
links to the end of the presentation. Bring them upfront and make it a fun part of the 
experience rather than just some of the hard on the back and try to close a deal.  
 
Also, think through should you offer incentives? Why should someone bother leaving 
this site that they’re maybe consuming many other bits of content on and actually go to 
your website? Are you offering them a discount? Are you offering them some sort of 
free eBook they can only get there? So think about that incentive and what extra you 
may want to give them to go somewhere. 
 
And as I mentioned before, that big shift in lead collection in the last 12 months not 
just on a SlideShare but in many platforms is moving away from mandatory forms and 
using forms that low in sales talk. We’re not saying, “Give us your details and a 
salesperson will contact you.” It’s, “You’ve seen our content. You know that we’re 
passionate about your ideas. We can help you educate yourself and become an expert 
or make a wise decision and some sort of future buying decision. Let us keep you 
updated so that you will always have access to the best things.” So that sort of soft sale 
which on SlideShare as another platform is increasingly the way of people trying this in 
B2B. 
 
Rebecca: Right. But one thing that I’ve noticed so far and I’m pretty new really to 
working with SlideShare but with this one client that I’m working with, I actually only 
uploaded one presentation so far and I can’t recall the number of views but she’s had a 
good number of views and then also a decent amount of traffic to her site. But the 
thing that has impressed me the most is the quality of traffic that’s coming from 
SlideShare to her site. And meaning, people staying on say, maybe 8 minutes, 10 



 

 

minutes once they land on her website compared to her site average of around 2 
minutes.  
 
So it – from what I can see in my limited experience, it looks to me like the quality of 
people that come to SlideShare is perhaps a little better quality than some of these 
other sites. Would you say that that has been your experience as well? 
 
Todd: Gee! I don’t know that I would go that far, Rebecca. Certainly, the traffic – 
certainly, if you’re acquiring traffic as in if you’re buying traffic which is another whole 
conversation in terms of content and content distribution then I would say hands down, 
SlideShare is more likely be stickier, more quality traffic for you than most paid for 
sources.  
 
I think it’s increasingly difficult to tell because of the interaction between the different 
social channels. But I think that’s a really interesting example. Can I ask what industry 
it was or is? 
 
Rebecca: It’s social media. 
 
Todd: OK. Well, I also think that social media is a natural hunting ground for 
SlideShare. I think there are certainly industries and definitely, marketing, e-business, 
social media, IT, these are all spaces that are very widely covered in SlideShare. So I 
think the community in SlideShare is definitely there for social media products. 
 
Rebecca: Well, that makes a lot of sense because – and this is I guess one reason why 
it’s so important to pay attention to analytics and see what is happening and the quality 
of traffic that comes from various sources because I know some people, they swear by 
Pinterest that Pinterest does really well for them and yet others, it either doesn’t drive a 
lot of traffic or people bounce right off or that type of thing.  
 
So I suppose it would just be maybe a difference on what the specific industry is as well 
and how effective that is.  
 
Todd: I guess like everything, I’m also – I’m in the latter camp with Pinterest definitely. 
I’m very confident speaking to other colleagues that if – to dedicate their time and 
effort, you could make it work. However, like any social network, you really got to 
manage – I can’t – we don’t have the resource, we don’t have the bandwidth to try 
every shiny new thing and really commit the resources to it. I’m much more about 
picking that one, that two, that those three places where you can really throw 
resources at and get expertise and really support people and be part of the community 
and be giving back because that’s when you become visible.  



 

 

 
Rebecca: Right. Well, one of the first things that people might notice when they join 
SlideShare is that there are both free and paid versions. Could you talk a little bit about 
the advantages of SlideShare Pro and do you recommend that to everybody or does it 
just kind of depend on various factors? 
 
Todd: The one piece of – the one really straightforward piece of advice I would give 
anyone if they’re serious about trying to learn this platform is spend $19 and sign up for 
one month on the lowest level of Pro account which is silver. The reason to do that is it 
gives you access to analytics. Without that, you do not know – you do not get it. You 
just don’t know who is seeing your content and any information about them. You don’t 
know how they’re discovering it. You don’t know what keywords they used. You don’t 
know where they come from. You don’t know what sort of search results you are 
getting on search engines and driving that traffic back to you.  
 
So at the very least, you want to get a silver account, $19 a month. If it doesn’t work 
for you, you can and it will cost you less than $20 and fantastic. You will never get a 
cheaper way of trying to work out whether something can work for you or not. The 
other reason to do that is, and I’ve spoken to many people in the past who this has 
happened to is they’ve had a basic free account then they’ve had a piece or several 
pieces, get a lot of traffic without them realizing it and they’ve missed the opportunity 
to capture leads. So you either have a piece of content that goes viral and because of 
the huge volumes of traffic going on on SlideShare, you can easily get 10, 20, 30,000 
views a day on SlideShare if you’re really trending high.  
 
So – and those numbers are only continuing to go up. Once you’ve had a piece of 
content that goes viral, even if you have an optional form or lead capture form at the 
very end, with those sorts of numbers, you still want to get a significant number of 
leads coming through. If you haven’t got a paid account, you cannot capture leads and 
you do not have any analytics. So it’s a great – you can understand how to upload 
content but you never going to really get it unless you take that extra step.  
 
And there are two other levels. In fact, there are multiple other levels above that with 
various different functionality pieces. But basically, they all accelerate the volumes. 
Silver gets you pretty much the core Pro feature set with some smaller limitations on 
volumes and will give you everything you need to understand what is going to be the 
right tool for you.  
 
Rebecca: Yeah. Well, that makes a lot of sense because as you said, it’s a really small 
investment to be able to figure out whether or not it’s working for you or what is and 
it’s not working. So it makes sense to at least give it a try. And the last I saw it, it 



 

 

looked to me like you had something like 30 days to I guess say, “Hey, this isn’t even 
working for me. I don’t like it.” or whatever and get your money back for that first 30 
days. So in that sense there’s absolutely no risk for someone at least giving it a try. 
 
Todd: Yeah, I totally agree. Even – I’m terrible at those 30-day guarantee things. I 
never remember to cancel anything before the time is up. But if you’re the kind of 
organized person who can think like that then by all means.  
 
Rebecca: And worst case is you’re out 19 bucks which is not a big deal. 
 
Todd: Exactly. 
 
Rebecca: So, OK. Well, we’ve talked a lot about the benefits of adding your own 
content to SlideShare. What would you say to people who don’t create content 
themselves or don’t want to upload to SlideShare for whatever reason, how can they 
benefit from using SlideShare? 
 
Todd: Yeah, it’s a – I mean curation is a key part of I think the content marketing mix. 
You can definitely add value. In fact, there are some bloggers who – in fact, I have 
noticed a few new bloggers just the last few months who have started doing a regular 
best of SlideShare type post. So they will literally indicate one day of the week, maybe 
it’s their Thursday blog post will always be a post around some form of content relevant 
to their audience that they have found on SlideShare and they’ll do some sort of 
summary of that and embed or link to the presentation. So there are ways if you are a 
content curator, you can definitely capture other people’s ideas and share that with 
your own audience without having to put in the effort yourselves.  
 
We – I come across a lot of people who for example, maybe working in the human 
resources industry and they will go in and they will do research on trending topics and 
they will take charts from research reports and they will take those charts and they will 
put them into presentations to their board or to their team. So they – it’s used very 
significantly as people in the professional circumstances to basically keep up-to-date 
with what’s going on in the space that if they won’t be able to attend to particular 
conference or event then they can go on this site and discover people are uploading 
things in real-time, maybe if they’re watching – following the tweet stream for an event 
or conference and they’re seeing links back to presenter’s presentations on SlideShare 
then they’re able to go in and consume that content and still keep up-to-date. And 
again, share that within their networks.  
 
So, I think there are many other ways you can do it. In fact, the point that you got me 
thinking when you’re asking the question is, it’s also quite handy as a research 



 

 

mechanism for people who do create content. So rather than just thinking of it as a 
marketplace to push your own message, then definitely – you can get some great 
ideas. And we definitely incorporate it in part of our quarterly trend tracking to have 
analysis for upcoming content to look at how much content and what’s sort of gaps 
there are around certain topics and keywords. 
 
Rebecca: Wow! That’s fantastic. I definitely hadn’t thought of all of those ways. I had 
thought of the obvious of, “Oh, this is some nice free content to put up on my own site 
maybe with a little bit of my own commentary about it and I’ve got an easy blog post.” 
But you actually gave a lot of other great ways to use it so that’s fantastic. So it seems 
like even if people who maybe don’t want to create their own slideshows, there are still 
plenty of reasons for them to spend time on SlideShare. 
 
Well Todd, this has been very, very helpful and I really appreciated it. But I know that 
we’ve only scratched the surface of what you do and who you are. So why don’t you 
tell us a little bit about how people can connect with you? 
 
Todd: Sure. Well, I mean a lot of – as I said before, there’s very little investment you 
need upfront to get going on SlideShare. Probably the reason we first came across each 
other, Rebecca, was I have written a book on SlideShare which of course, everyone 
should rush out and buy ten copies of right now. 
 
Rebecca: Absolutely.  
 
Todd: It’s The Marketer’s Guide to SlideShare which you’ll find on Amazon. But by all 
means, I love connecting. Please hit me up on LinkedIn or on Twitter. And I’m happy to 
help out and talk around this or any of these sort of marketing-related topics at 
anytime. And I loved having you on the show. 
 
Rebecca: Well, thanks so much, Todd. It has been really great. I appreciate your time. 
 
Todd: OK. Thanks, Rebecca. 
 
 
 


